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Ring (ãƒªãƒ³ã‚°, Ringu) is a 1998 Japanese supernatural psychological horror film directed by Hideo Nakata,
adapted from the novel of the same name by KÃ´ji Suzuki, which in turn draws on the Japanese folk tale
BanchÅ• Sarayashiki.The film stars Nanako Matsushima, Hiroyuki Sanada, and Rikiya ÅŒtaka.The film is
centered on a reporter who is on the run to investigate the mystery behind a cursed ...
Ring (film) - Wikipedia
Ring 2 (ãƒªãƒ³ã‚°2, Ringu 2) (1999), directed by Hideo Nakata, is the sequel to the Japanese horror film,
Ring.. Ring was originally a novel written by Koji Suzuki; its sequel, Rasen (a.k.a. Spiral), was also adapted
into a film as the sequel to Ring.However, due to the poor response to Rasen, Ring 2 was made as a new
sequel to Ring, not based on Suzuki's works, and thus ultimately ignores the ...
Ring 2 - Wikipedia
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